Summary

- Oracle’s M7 architecture comes with hardware-supported database decompression and acceleration
- HP and SanDisk partner to develop ReRAM, a type of non-volatile memory
- Oracle tries to convince customers using IBM’s Power architecture to switch to Intel
- Western Digital about to acquire SanDisk for $19 billion
- SGI announces UV300-RL for Oracle Databases

Oracle releases more details about Sparc M7 architecture

Oracle has now released more details about their upcoming Sparc M7 processors. Each processor has 32 cores, clocked at 4.1 GHz each [SP1]. With the second generation of the Bixby interconnect, it allows for up to 16 sockets with 8 TB of RAM in total [SP2]. The machine can be operated with all sockets running the same system or with parts of the system divided in “physical domains”, supporting independent execution of multiple systems [SP3].

For database applications, the processor features eight so-called Database Accelerators (DAX) and additional in-line decompression engines. With these, common column store operations can be executed in parallel and off-core, allowing the general-purpose CPUs to continue with other work. A DAX supports selects, scans, extractions (tuple reconstructions), and “translations” (perhaps dictionary mappings?) for joins. Results are written into the shared L3 cache and can then be used by the requesting core. Prior presentations claim 10x performance gains and 170 billion scanned rows per second [SP4]. These features can also be used by independent developers [SP2].

Additionally, new security features called “Silicon Secured Memory” are to reduce the impact of programming errors such as buffer over- and underruns and thus help against data corruption and attacks [SP5].

M7 machines are available for sale since November 2 [SP6].
HP and SanDisk form partnership for Non-Volatile Memory (NVM)

Now competing with Intel’s and Micron’s 3D XPoint technology, HP and SanDisk have announced their own cooperation for developing the next generation of memory technologies [NV1]. Built using Resistive RAM (ReRAM) technology, their version of NVM is said to “be up to 1,000 times faster […] and offer up to 1,000 times more endurance than flash storage” [NV2]. This is in the same range as Intel’s and Micron’s technology.

HP is interested in NVM as a building block of their planned platform “The Machine”, which will have multiple processing units (GPUs, CPUs, accelerators, …) built around a universal memory pool. Originally, so-called Memristor memory was planned to be used in the platform, but was removed from the roadmap in June 2015 [NV4]. Rumors are that HP’s and SanDisk’s new technology is a continuation of that work [NV5].
Newsflash

- Parallel to launching its new M7 platform, Oracle is trying to convince customers using IBM Power hardware to switch to Intel CPUs. Jointly funded with Intel, the “Exa Your Power” program provides free PoCs migrations and consulting [NF1]. Currently, around two thirds (200,000 customers) of Oracle installations use Intel processors [NF2].
- Western Digital is about to acquire SanDisk (see above) for $19 billion [NF3]. With this acquisition, WD will be the second-biggest SSD producer, producing 14% of the market (first is Samsung with 45%) [NF4].
- Similar to their UV300H system for SAP HANA, SGI revealed a system targeted at Oracle databases [NF5]. It supports up to 32 sockets with up to 24 TB (same as UV300H, which is SAP-certified for 20 sockets and 15 TB) [NF6, NF7]. Other databases, such as MySQL and Microsoft SQL Server are being considered by SGI as well [NF8].
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